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We are so incredibly excited to announce an exclusive, one-of-a-kind Giveaway from the most talented Interior Designer we know – Tina
Ramchandani Creative! She is sharing her inspiration, her style and her favorite projects to work on in this exclusive interview with yours truly!
Check out her thoughts and scroll down for what she is giving away for the rst time!

Tell us about the formation of Tina Ramchandani Creative (TRC). What inspired you to form the company and where do you nd inspiration
in creating your designs?
I realized Interiors was my calling early on in life, and worked for high-end commercial and residential rms for over 10 years. After 5 years with
celebrity designer Vicente Wolf, I knew it was time to branch out on my own. I am deeply appreciative of good design and passionate about the
impact spacial awareness can have on one’s life. I want everyone to walk into a beautiful home and feel joy. I love to travel and I try to visit and
explore new places several times a year. When I’m learning the ins and outs of a new place I’m always inspired. At the beginning of every project I
set the direction with a mood-board or pin-board, in which I incorporate ideas from my travels.
How would you describe TRC’s style/genre?
I create warm, modern interiors with sophisticated, global touches. Most of my interiors are serene and comfortable. I love layering textures and
similar colors. I always try to add something unique, or avant-garde to a space, which is typically done with custom furniture or one-of-a-kind
accessories and art.
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Who is your customer base made up of?
At TRC we typically design several rooms at a time, so clients can see the complete design vision. We work with people who are looking for full
service, turn-key interiors with minimal fuss. We complete your home or apartment, in entirety, from your concept or ideas to our suggestions and
presentations, to complete installation of furniture, accessories, lighting leaving our customers with a fully nished space. We do it for you, with
clear steps, open communication, and the highest level of design expertise, so all you need to do is move into and enjoy your gorgeous space.
What are your favorite types of projects to work on?
That’s such a hard question! I’ve worked with several types of clients, bachelors, young couples just starting families, families entering the
retirement stage of their lives. I honestly have enjoyed them all, but mostly I love clients that are excited about creating a home they will love to live
in. The anticipation of a newly designed home is something very special.

Where can our readers see some of your designs?
Most of my work is on my site, tinaramchandani.com or on Houzz. I have a few newly completed spaces are being photographed soon, so they will
be updated on my site shortly!
Where can one purchase your design services?
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You can email me at tina@tinaramchandani.com or call the o ce at 212-321-0037.

THE GIVEAWAY
For Runways & Rattles I’ve created a special free consultation, which is very rare before contract signing! The winner will receive a questionnaire
from me, and he or she will send over the responses along with pictures of one room in their house they would like advice on. We will speak on the
phone about the design vision of the space and I’ll share speci cs on what should be done next.
HOW TO ENTER THE GIVEAWAY
1) Tag 2 friends on our Instagram post of the giveaway at @Sheenad29, @Ninav33, @TheRealDipti;
2) “Share” the TRC Giveaway post on your personal Facebook page from the Runways and Rattles Facebook page;
3) Comment on the giveaway post below!
This giveaway expires on November 11, 2015 at 11:59pm so make sure to get your entries to us soon!!
For more information on Tina Ramchandani Creative, visit her Website, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and Pinterest!
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